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Maintaining An Operational Reserve: A Strategy For Employment

To attain this mean, we have laid it down as a necessity that a good national reserves be prepared for the army; which will be less expensive in peace and will insure the defense of the country in war.¹

— Antoine-Henri Jomini

Background and Intent

The US has long relied on a strategic reserve as part of its military design for both efficiency and effectiveness to fight a national war. The nation activates the strategic reserve in times of national crisis and only as a last resort. After over a decade of combat operations, however, there is a desire by the US Department of Defense (DOD) to maintain an operational reserve² that can augment and lead global missions in continued support of US interests as demonstrated in recent contingency operations.

National Guard Bureau (NGB) Chief, LTG Ingram, defines an operational reserve as one that provides "operational capabilities and strategic depth to meet US defense and homeland security requirements in support of Combatant Commanders."³ He further states that an operational reserve is one that is "resourced, trained, ready, and is used on a continual basis."⁴ Resourced, trained, and ready are factors of readiness regardless of maintaining a strategic or operational force. Critical to an operational reserve is thus utilization of the reserve force on a continual basis. With contingency operation deployments declining and austerity measures impacting the military, how can the nation continue to use our Reserve forces on a continual basis to maintain them as an operational reserve?

The intent of this paper is to provide approaches for use of the Reserves on a continuing basis in order to meet the intent of DOD senior leaders; better enable DOD organizations and missions; and maintain a viable reserve force for the nation in conflict
and peace. Though concepts are applicable to the Joint Reserve Force, focus applies to the use of National Guard Special Forces (NG SF) as an archetype for the greater Reserves. It argues against the traditional view of operational reserves of simply more funding for the same type of people, equipment, and capabilities as the active component and leverages the uniqueness of Reserve capabilities especially as they apply to the National Guard and NG SF.

The 2011 National Military Strategy (NMS) states that the US will, “carefully review legacy personnel systems, particularly whether we have the appropriate balance between uniformed, civilian, contract professionals, and active and reserve components.” It further states the Reserve component is “essential (to our national strategy) as it provides strategic and operational depth to the Joint Force.” The NMS concludes with “preserving it (the Reserves) as an accessible, operational force also requires sustained attention.” The US military, across all services, has rightfully made significant progress in the readiness of the Reserve component and this will, and should, “remain a key focus area” for the Joint Forces going forward. The Joint Chiefs of Staff acknowledge that the missions the US is undertaking are growing more diverse as the military works more with their civilian counterparts. In turn, the “skills and experiences of our reserve and National Guard forces have become ever more relevant.” To capitalize on the progress made over the last decade of combat deployments, the US must continue to utilize the Reserve component in an “operational capacity as a trained, equipped, ready, and available force for routine, predictable deployments.”
The current Chairman Joint Chiefs of Staff (CJCS), General Martin Dempsey, noted that the Army is reshaping 20% of the forces for 2020, but that there will be an increase in Special Operations Forces (SOF); Intelligence, Surveillance, and Reconnaissance (ISR); and Cyber Operations (Cyber). Likewise, Chief of Staff of the Army (CSA) General Raymond Odierno illustrated his three major initiatives for the Army going forward: Defense Support to Civilian Authorities (DSCA), SOF- Conventional Forces integration, and Operational Reserves. These strategic considerations when combined with the NMS clearly value an initiative of an operational reserve and special operations forces (SOF). Elements in the Reserve SOF, especially NG SF, are thus uniquely qualified to meet a majority of the required capabilities directed by US senior leaders.

Directives

Three recent strategic directives shape the argument for employment of NG SF as an operational reserve and support the CJCS and CSA intents: the Army Total Force Policy (SEP 2012); the approval of a Theater Special Operations Command - North (TSOC-N) (DEC 2012); and the 2012 National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA).

On 4 September 2012, Secretary of the Army John McHugh signed an historic milestone, the Army Total Force Policy. Emboldening the visions of the strategic leaders listed above, the policy integrates the Army's active and Reserve components and represents the realization of the Total Force Concept. The Army Total Force Policy is critical for two reasons. First, it aligns the Army with Secretary of Defense Directive 1200.17, which requires the military services to manage their reserve components as an "operational force." It is also important because it establishes policy for the integration of the Army's active and Reserve component as a total force. The Army
Total Force Policy will help ensure the nation benefits from the experiences gained in the last decade of war as prescribed in the 2011 NMS. The policy also provides for a more uniform set of policies and procedures to govern the total Army: active-duty, reserve, and National Guard. It will facilitate better integration of these three component forces and a more balanced total force.

On 31 December 2012, the CJCS signed memorandum OSD 012496-12 officially creating a Theater Special Operations Command - North (TSOC-N) in support of the United States Northern Command (USNORTHCOM). While there is a TSOC currently supporting each of the Geographic Combatant Commanders (GCC), USNORTHCOM has a unique area of responsibility (AOR) in that the AOR includes operations in the contiguous US and along its borders. Military operations within the US are subject to laws and uses not limited in overseas operations. A TSOC-N mission will naturally include use of SOF within the US borders, an ideal use of NG SF for a leading component of TSOC-N.

Lastly, the 2012 NDAA provides additional Reserve activation authorities under US Code (USC) Title 10 to allow the DOD to activate up to 60,000 Reserves for 365 days, if budgeted, involuntarily. USC Title 10 now includes sub-sections 12304A for Defense Support to Civil Authorities (DSCA) and 12304B for non-named operations outside the contiguous US (OCONUS) Reserve activations.

With a directive created to maintain an operational reserve as part of a total force and a command established to focus on use of SOF within the US, NG SF is uniquely positioned to fulfill both objectives by conducting missions that leverage their attributes
while operating in both a US Code (USC) Title 10 and USC Title 32 status.

National Guard Special Forces Key Attributes

National Guard SF, and many Reserve members, brings unique attributes to missions and the Total Force. Two key attributes are longevity and civilian expertise. National Guard SF personnel tend to be older and remain on SF detachments for longer periods of time. It is not unusual to find an NG SF Non-Commissioned Officer (NCO) remain on the same detachment for 10-15 years. With that longevity, NG SF can provide persistent engagement on missions with their respective partner nations (PN) not only with the same SF unit, but also with the same SF individuals. This meets a critical concern of the US Special Operations Command (USSOCOM) commander with regards to persistent engagement and the importance of building relationships. By returning to the same PNs, NG SF soldiers can build enduring relationships, not "one-time" relationships, with their PN counterparts. These persistent relationships are what USSOCOM desires to build trust and work "by, with, and through" international partners before hostilities commence. The longevity of NG SF personnel in these missions enhances global USSOCOM shaping operations.

The 2010 RAND study on NG SF assessed that civilian skills held were either equal to their active duty counterparts, if aligned to a military occupational specialty (MOS), or not necessarily mission pertinent if not aligned with an MOS. The study equated skills such as LE and medicine to military police and army medic MOS’ while largely ignoring skills in finance, banking, and program management due to the inability to classify those skills into MOS’. RAND concluded, "Both women in the ARNG Special Forces Groups and civilian skills of the members, while important, do not appear to hold
the additional potential benefits that USASOC\textsuperscript{23} may have hoped for.\textsuperscript{24} Firstly, the very few female billets currently in NG SF are at the non-operational Group (Brigade) echelon. Secondly, in this view of reserve civilian skills, RAND underestimates the applicability of specialized civilian skills in those same occupational domains. A NG SF NCO who is a Drug Enforcement Agency (DEA) or Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) special agent will likely have much more practical expertise in drug enforcement activities or warrant-based operations than military police or active component SOF. Likewise, a civilian physician assistant (PA) who works trauma care in a major city will have much more experience on certain types of wounds or conditions than an Army medic. Yet, the study listed these types of personnel simply as LE or medical personnel without deriving the true uniqueness of their expertise within their profession as compared to a military MOS. The argument of uniqueness is familiar to SOF as it is the same argument USSOCOM uses when comparing SOF to conventional forces. What makes SOF "special"? - specially selected, specially trained, and provided special equipment by the military just as civilian experts are specially selected and trained for their civilian specialized functions. Furthermore, these types of specialized civilian skills found in the NG SF community are not merely serendipity. The same type of individual who sought to do more in the military by joining SOF generally also seeks to equally excel in the civilian sectors by joining elite niches within their respective professions. William Donovan founded the forerunner to Special Forces with this civilian uniqueness consideration.\textsuperscript{25} In identifying forces for missions, USSOCOM should greater consider relative expertise and persistent engagement as decision factors for force application.
Capabilities-based Missions
National Guard SF should have specific tailored mission sets that allow for the best use of NG SF based on individual and unit capabilities while providing USSOCOM the most viable force for a given mission. The missions below allow for continuous use of NG SF while maximizing their civilian capabilities and leveraging legal use statuses. The missions further enable USSOCOM with a needed capability, to operate within the homeland in a lawful and reduced risk capacity, and to best allocate unique SOF capabilities to meet global mission requirements. These missions employ the use of NG SF and meet the training requirements outlined in Army Training and Evaluation Programs (ARTEP) and Mission Training Plans (MTP) ensuring NG SF are trained to the operational standard.

Title 32 Missions
Current doctrine for Special Forces “fails to anticipate or even contemplate the use of Special Forces in domestic operations. This lack of strategic vision is apparently reinforced by a leadership emphasis that is focused solely on the use of Special Forces in the overseas combat operations.” To be fair, this focus is largely due to legal ramifications and the public perception of active duty forces operating in the homeland. Consideration of using NG SF as part of USSOCOM domestic doctrine can correct this supposed failure. While deployed on combat rotations, DOD "federalizes" NG SF to active duty under USC Title 10 authority for the active US military. Title 10 regulates the use of the active component forces, the Title 10 reserve forces, and federalized National Guard. Likewise, USC Title 32 regulates the use of the NG when not federalized. Title 32 allows for the maintenance of the National Guard to operate within the borders of the US. Active component forces are almost
always subject to the posse comitatus act (PCA)\textsuperscript{30} and by law, not allowed to conduct military operations within the US. With presidential declarations, active components can perform stateside military operations, but the use of the declarations are seldom, and when they are used there can be considerable perception risk to the military and the US government. Due to this constraint and concern, active component SOF cannot generally operate within the US outside of supporting functions to law enforcement (LE). Special Operations Forces are, however, ideally suited to operate within and on the US border. Their operational capabilities, in addition to their support capabilities, can provide unique, experienced forces and enhance USNORTHCOM and Department of Homeland Security (DHS) missions.

While the PCA does not prevent the military services from supporting LE, nor preclude them from enforcing the law when so ordered by the president, it forbids the direct participation of active duty military personnel in search, seizure, and arrest during support activities to civilian LE agencies.\textsuperscript{31} USNORTHCOM may require these capabilities, however, to augment DHS efforts on the US border and aid localized LE efforts during national emergencies. The military categorizes both of these instances as Defense Support to Civil Authorities (DSCA) missions for which DOD charters USNORTHCOM to support with military capabilities.\textsuperscript{32} The PCA does not apply to the NG under Title 32 authority - only while operating under Title 10 authority in which case they are part of the active military.\textsuperscript{33}

The use of NG SF, based on this legal status, differentiates them from their active component SOF counterparts. This legal ability to operate inside the homeland is not simply for traditional border surveillance missions. Under this authority, DOD can
use NG SF in interdiction, arrest and detainment missions, counter-drug missions, and counter-terrorism support missions as well.\textsuperscript{34} Border governors in the states of Texas and California both have organic NG SF assets and can use them in a Title 32 duty status thus exempting them from the restrictions of the PCA. There are 26 states with NG SF assets to include 16 states with a SF company-sized element.\textsuperscript{35} These units can operate on their respective states governor’s orders within their state. They can also operate in other states if there is agreement\textsuperscript{36} between receiving states to accept NG soldiers from the providing state. Though in a Title 32 authority and responsible solely to a state governor, USNORTHCOM, working with NGB, could provide direction and support to such missions thus allowing for the leverage of SOF capabilities to DHS and the States.

With NG SF being responsible for both federal and state missions, the absence of doctrine for domestic SF operations is a critical issue. States can, and should, activate their NG SF for emergencies and homeland security operations under Title 32. National Guard SF can greatly enable state emergency operations centers (EOC) during DSCA operations with communications, liaising with joint elements at the state and federal levels, and providing tested leadership and security. The state of Florida employed NG SF very effectively during hurricane Andrew and subsequently in support of hurricane Katrina with the implementation of NG SF rapid impact assessment teams (RIAT).\textsuperscript{37} The RIATs provided near-real-time on-the-ground information to the EOC; assessed State, National Guard, and LE requirements; and assisted with evacuations and rescues of affected residents. Other Title 32 capabilities NG SF can apply are critical Infrastructure assessments for USNORTHCOM and search and rescue
operations for regional and national catastrophes. While NG SF units are under the control of a governor in Title 32 status, USSOCOM can coordinate with USNORTHCOM and NGB for direction and resources and can activate the forces to a Title 10 status, if required, with consent from the mobilized individuals. Once activated to Title 10 status, USSOCOM could use the forces for a variety of federal missions in support of the homeland mission, but only in an active military capacity.

Short-Duration Missions

National Guard SF, and many NG forces, currently conduct short duration (30-60 days) Title 10 missions. For NG SF these missions come multiple times a year in the form of Theater Security Cooperation Programs (TSCP) and specifically Joint Combined Exchange Training (JCET) missions. These are ideally suited for a variety of SOF units as training and advising are core competencies of SOF, but these same missions can maintain an operational reserve force if allocated appropriately across the whole of SOF. With each mission NG SF can bring civilian expertise in the areas of LE, medicine, logistics, aviation, construction, and security via their organic units or a modular unit construct created for a specific mission. The product should be a unique training plan derived from a PNs need for specialized training and not simply a "pull from the shelf" program of instruction (POI) that has been the US military norm for too long. The focus should be on the level of detail of training required based on a comprehensive training needs assessment (TNA) for the PN forces and not based simply on the size of the PN element to be trained. A Mission Tailored Force Package (MTFP) should be the goal for the following missions.
Theater Security Cooperation Missions

Theater Security Cooperation (TSC) is among the fastest-growing sources of demand. The Guidance for the Employment of the Force (GEF) elevated security cooperation and its related activities to new importance as a tool for advancing and defending US interests. "The Joint Force Combatant Commanders and Service Chiefs shall actively partner with other US government (USG) agencies to pursue theater security cooperation to increase collective security skills with a wider range of partners."\(^{39}\) These missions seek to facilitate interagency cooperation and enable international interoperability before crises occur as part of Phase 0 (shaping operations) and Phase 1 (deterrence operations) of Theater Campaign Plans (TCP). These missions also enable the US to gain and maintain access and relationships that support broader national interests yet, in FY 2012, only "55 percent of theater security cooperation activities were resourced."\(^{40}\)

National Guard SF has been conducting these types of missions for decades and is ideally suited for continuation of these missions. Persistent presence through years of working and training with PN forces is essential to success. Most of these missions are approximately 30 days in length although TSOCs are implementing longer concepts, up to 60 days in length. The key to maximizing potential of these missions is persistent engagement, the PN, and the type of training required. In the asymmetric threat of today, a threat can emerge from any number of nations who may have little interaction with US forces. Active SOF cannot meet the demands to engage in training and operations with every potential conflict nation. Additionally, active SOF aviation is limited in availability to support increasing tempo in TSC missions. NATO PNs are requesting SF training in conjunction with rotary-wing assets\(^{41}\), yet SOF aviation is stretched too
thin to support. A viable option is to utilize NG SF with their respective State’s NG aviation units, or the 193rd Special Operations Wing (SOW) in the Air NG, to conduct these TSC missions collectively as a modular unit.

With active component forces focused on key threat countries such as Libya, Somalia, and Afghanistan, NG SF can focus on lesser threat or lesser developed countries such as Uganda, Sudan, and Liberia. Working in the theater join interagency interdepartmental multinational (JIIM) environment of US Africa Command (AFRICOM), NG SF could augment Department of State (DoS) training missions such as the African Contingency Operations Training and Assistance (ACOTA) missions currently performed by contractors. Work on these types of missions would not only be appropriate for maintaining an operational NG SF, but are ideal in having USSOCOM work closer with DoS in a critical AOR. In this capacity, NG SF is used as part of the unified land component domain as a shaping force within the theater strategy to provide US train and assist missions to needing countries and augmenting the work done by the active component in the same region.

Security Sector and Humanitarian Assistance Missions

With security assistance programs USSOCOM can employ NG SF to fulfill mission requirements or augment active SOF to maintain security. This is not a novel concept. The 8th Special Forces worked in this modular capacity for security assistance in Latin America during the 1960s and did it very effectively compiling SF and non-SF capabilities into security missions. With humanitarian assistance (HA), the NG is the leading DOD entity for support to these operations within the US. States continually call upon National Guard units to assist in times of emergency and to work in a JIIM environment while doing so. When the US decides to assist PNs in their HA needs, the
NG and NG SF is a logical choice to conduct these missions, especially in a low to medium threat environment, such as DSCA support to Haiti in the aftermath of the 2010 earthquake.

Counter Narcotics Trafficking (CNT) and Rule of Law Missions

With CNT operations in high-demand across the globe, specifically Afghanistan, trans-Sahara Africa, and Mexico, NG SF can be a paramount resource. NG SF has a high density of LE personnel in its ranks. Unlike active SOF, NG SF personnel have performed search and seizure, warrant-based operations, and CNT training at both the federal and state levels. Using a NG SF soldier who is also a DEA special agent on an overseas training mission allows USSOCOM to have expertise, not normally found within the active component SOF, to lead or augment a mission. Using NG SF with CNT specific capabilities on CNT missions in North Africa, or elsewhere, may be much more effective than having an active component SF unit conduct the same mission. As mentioned above with reference to ACOTA missions, NG SF are aptly suited for the DoS Civilian Police (CIVPOL) training missions that train and enable PN police forces. Like the ACOTA missions, USSOCOM could better integrate with global DoS operations while having DoS pay for the operations and maintenance (O&M) of these missions. These missions in CNT and Rule of Law can support TSOC objectives, maintain an operational NG SF, while allowing active component SOF to focus on other theater missions.

DSCA (Defense Support to Civil Authorities) Foreign Internal Defense (FID)

Many PN forces are looking for viability in the DCSA realm of operations to support their respective nations. NATO SOF forces are increasingly being required by their respective countries to provide support to domestic operations. The NG is the
lead DOD element for DSCA operations based on their locations, training, and legal status under state governors. Defense Support to Civil Authorities foreign internal defense (FID) missions train PN forces on DSCA operations and homeland security. While FID missions are traditionally conducted in the PN country, training can also occur by having the PN forces train at a DSCA site in the US thus reducing deployment costs for NG SF. Regardless of location; these PN forces return to their nation a more capable DSCA force and a stronger US partner. These forces can train inside the US with NG SF, and other NG elements, on DSCA operations and even view, participate perhaps, in DSCA exercises like Vigilant Guard. Conducting this training also assists NG units in better preparing for US DSCA operations and strengthens PN relationships while preparing them for their DSCA operations. National Guard SF, augmented by other NG DSCA forces, is ideally suited for this type of FID mission especially if a state can provide SF, medical, aviation, and MP support to the FID mission wherever it may take place.

State Partnerships Program (SPP)

In addition to TSCP missions, Geographic Combatant Commanders (GCC) fund SPP missions designated specifically for National Guard forces. National Guard SF brings operations, training, and planning acumen to this acclaimed program. The SPP program is a proven, cost-effective Security Cooperation tool and one that active component forces cannot participate. Admiral Jim Stavridis, Supreme Allied Commander, Europe (SACEUR) praises, "The State Partnership Program is, dollar for dollar, my best EUCOM investment." Through the SPP program, USSOCOM can leverage NG SF assets to support additional GCC missions and increase the SOF global presence without increasing costs to USSOCOM operations. The SPP program
assists the TSCP missions of each of the six GCCs. The program links US states with designated PNs which "promotes access, increases military capabilities, improves interoperability and enhances the principles of responsible governance." The program helps prevent failed states and contributes to the stability of the US since it not only offers military-to-military training and cooperation, but also state governance to PN governance assistance. Working within the JIIM environment at the national level, NG SF can bring their coordination, interagency liaison, joint training, and SOF skills to increase effectiveness of SPP missions. National Guard forces cannot train on combat related skills with SPP funding, but HA, DSCA, Counterdrug/CNT, Border/Port Security are all permissible training activities, ideal for NG SF as already described. While the SPP program links specific States with specific PNs, a GCC can request any NG unit to conduct an SPP event with any participating nation. This allows NG SF to provide training to a majority of nations in which capacity and relationship building is critical to US interests while leveraging a program in which active component SOF cannot participate.

**Long-Duration Missions**

The short-duration missions discussed above are capable of maintaining an operational reserve with respect to the key component of continuous deployments and meeting ARTEP and MTP standards, but it may be that not all NG SF soldiers will be able to participate in enough of the short-duration missions to truly maintain their capabilities. In addition to the short-duration mission sets, USSOCOM and NGB should view long-duration mission for NG SF for both Title 10 and Title 32 statuses for lengths of time from 6 to 15 months. These are the duration standards to which Reserve component forces mobilized for Title 10 combat rotations to Iraq and Afghanistan.
During Kosovo deployments in the 1990’s the military suggested that anything less than a 12-month deployment did not suffice to maintain a reserve unit operationally, but with more frequent and predictable deployments, NG SF units can operate on a shorter duration deployment cycle.

The two main flaws in this approach to maintain an operational reserve is the cost to mobilize and deploy NG units for extended lengths of time and the effect of operational tempo on NG forces and families.

The DOD has debated Reserve costs for decades, but a recent NGB review of "wrap" rates (fully burdened costs of NG soldiers to include retirement pay, medical, military construction, and other benefits) shows the Reserve is less than one-third the costs of their active component counterparts. While the Reserves currently account for 39% of the manpower of the total Army, the Reserve component is at 16% of personnel costs and 17% of the retirement payout costs of active component. Clearly NG costs to conduct operations will be less expensive than active duty even if mobilized every 5-6 years for an operational assignment. Much like active duty, NG soldiers do not tend to stay in the service until retirement, so the mobilization and mission costs of most NG soldiers should not become increased pension costs.

With regards to operational tempo for the NG SF soldiers and families, long-duration mobilizations would be in accordance with the current DOD policy of a 3-year "dwell" time (6 years for NG conventional forces). Dwell time is the measure DOD uses to identify how much time a service requires at home station based on the amount of time deployed away from home. National Guard SF soldiers are familiar with this tempo and a prescriptive tempo allows USSOCOM to build a forces generation model for NG
SF to provide predictability of time and location to ease pressures on families and civilian employers.

Activating NG SF for long-duration missions also assists in providing needed dwell time for active component SOF. The USSOCOM Commander describes the negative effects of dwell time on active component SOF, “A decade of war has exerted a physical and emotional stress on our force and their families.” Current guidelines call for a SOF soldier to get at "least one day at home for every day he is deployed, or a 1:1 dwell-to-boots-on-the-ground ratio." SOF deployment lengths average about six months at home for every seven months deployed, but that doesn’t include pre-mission training (PMT) or training in general which can keep SOF soldiers away from home much longer than the prescribed dwell time. By conducting long-duration missions, NG SF can assist active component SOF in their required dwell time. With NG SF mobilized for longer durations under Title 10 authority, active SOF can take relief from their operational tempo. At the same time, NG SF can maintain a regular operational continuum, build persistent presence in identified nations, and provide much needed SOF for TSOCs. The TSOCs constantly input request for forces (RFF) when they or their GCCs need military forces for missions within their AOR. Very few forces are directly assigned to TSOCs and those that are assigned are in high-demand and often already deployed. Special Operations Command - Africa (SOCAF) currently has no organic forces to deploy for operations in Africa. They consistently request SOF through USSOCOM for TSCP and other missions, but USSOCOM generally has no forces to provide from the active component.
When SOCAF requests NG SF there is generally O&M funding for the mission, but never any pay and allowances (P&A) funding to cover the costs of individual Reserve soldiers. By having an NG SF unit on a long-duration Title 10 mission, SOCAF could have its desired forces to deploy within their AOR without having to succumb to the RFF process. The NG SF could conduct pre-mission training (PMT) and then remain stateside; move to the vicinity of SOCAF; or deploy directly to a required mission within an African nation. Importantly, by having an NG SF unit on Title 10 status, SOCAF could have the NG SF take over a mission from active component SOF should the GCC need the active component to address a new crisis. This would allow for mission continuity for a TSCP in Nigeria if SOCAF needed active component SF immediately for a new crisis in Libya for instance. The US would not have to degrade one mission for sake of another. The RAND study agrees, "The ARNG Special Forces have additional capacity and could be employed to help satisfy future episodic spikes of violence." The example described is SOCAF, but all the TSOCs are generally in need of additional forces to include the newly constituted TSOC-North. The DOD could potentially activate NG SF for TSOC-North under Title 10 or Title 32 authorities. Under Title 32 for work within the contiguous US, NG SF would be under the authority of a single State’s governor and not USNORTHCOM directly. The TSOC-North’s relationship with NG SF in this capacity would be in the form of synthesizing critical elements, enablers, and processes that help define USSOCOM objectives for homeland operations. Agreements worked in a JIIM environment between USSOCOM, NGB, respective States, and DHS amongst others by TSOC-North would set the parameters for NG SF deployments in the US and provide critical USSOCOM enablers to the NG
SF conducting the operations. Additional agreements amongst individual states would allow NG SF to cross state lines in a Title 32 status. As applicable, USSOCOM could potentially exercise the "hip pocket" activation used by NORTHCOM\textsuperscript{52} for the Air National Guard air interdiction missions to move NG SF from a Title 32 status to a Title 10 status\textsuperscript{53} for continued federalized work in the US or missions elsewhere globally.

USSOCOM working with NGB could create many models to fulfill the intent of a mobilized NG SF outlined above. One model might be to implement a rotating NG SF company for eight months at time. The 20th NG SF Group currently does a similar timeline for operations supporting the active component 7th SF Group in Latin America.\textsuperscript{54} With this concept, USSOCOM implements a forces generation model for NG SF allowing for predictability of deployments for the NG and predictability of assigned forces for TSOCs. The two NG SF Groups would provide two companies each for a 15 month mobilization. With each NG SF Group having nine companies, each company would deploy for 15 months every 5.5 years meeting required dwell time and maintaining operational viability. Another model might deploy just one company per NG SF Group for eight months at a time. The deployment is shorter and every company would then be redeployed every six years. The Joint SOF reserves could have a similar model utilizing SEAL Teams 17 and 18\textsuperscript{55} as well as the Air National Guard's 193 SOW. Using the Reserves in this manner would be more analogous with the British Special Air Service (SAS) reserves. The 22nd SAS is the only active operational element of the Regiment. Both 21 and 23 SAS\textsuperscript{56} are reserve forces that deploy and augment the active regiment on an operational basis. The SAS organization and mission is largely the basis for the construct of US SOF.
Recommendations

Review NG SF Unique Capabilities and Legal Uses

USSOCOM should review and contemplate unique use of NG SF individual and collective capabilities for both OCONUS and homeland security missions. In doing this, mission requirements should be analyzed for required subject matter expertise from both a military and civilian perspective. USSOCOM should then align NG SF to missions based on capabilities vice simply aligning forces to missions based on general capabilities and availability. Use this analytical process for TSCP and related missions to best address USSOCOM initiatives and national interests.

Request Funding for Long-Duration Missions

USSOCOM should finalize a forces generation model to include Reserve SOF and request funding for mobilizations through the Planning, Programming, Budgeting, and Execution (PPBE) process for both Title 32 and Title 10 missions. To do this, USSOCOM can leverage the GCC Support Activation authority under USC Title 10 12304 A/B to budget for the NG SF desired activations. Critical to this concept is to request both O&M and P&A funding for NG SF. USSOCOM cannot use Major Force Program -11 (MFP-11)\(^57\) funding for P&A of NG SF. While USSOCOM has Title 10 authorities as a functional combatant command, it does not have control of the "personnel" requirement in the doctrine, organization, training, materiel, leadership and education, personnel and facilities (DOTMLPF) construct provided to the service chiefs. To ensure P&A funding for personnel USSOCOM and GCCs (TSOCs) needing forces, should initiate Integrated Priority Lists (IPL) expressing the need for additional SOF to conduct AOR respective missions to the Chairman Joint-Chiefs-of-Staff (CJCS).

USSOCOM and GCCs should also discuss the potential use of NG SF (Army) with the
CSA and have the Army G-3/5/7 plans, G-8 programming, and comptroller for budgeting, review the requests for applicability and feasibility to support the IPLs submitted to the CJCS. The CJCS can then request through the Secretary of Defense (SECDEF) changes to guidance in the Defense Planning Guidance (DPG) or ideally input into the Quadrennial Defense Review (QDR) which will support the next Program Objective Memorandum (POM) cycle for the Army to budget these forces.

If approved, USSOCOM, as a force provider, will have to provide the SOF for the missions and can request NG SF support for the new requirements. Since the funding for personnel will come from the Army, the Army being the proponent service for Army NG SF, the money must pass through NGB and be "earmarked" for use for NG SF. The Chairman National Guard Bureau (CNGB) should thus be in discussion with the CSA and USSOCOM to ensure unity of effort in the process.

This concept will be a cost to the Army's budget. It is important that NG SF (USSOCOM) provide the Army with a return on its investment. The initial return allows the Army to meet Directive 1200.17 by actually maintaining an operational reserve. Equally important a return is perhaps NG SF working with the Army's newly regionally aligned Brigade Combat Teams (BCT) for training, enduring presence, and mission execution and cooperation as part of the Army's Total Force Policy and addressing the CSA initiative of SOF-Conventional Force integration.

**Build NG SF into TSOC-North**

As TSOC-North is constructed within USNORTHCOM, USSOCOM should build NG SF as a critical component into this new entity. Focus of TSOC-North should be both OCONUS (Canada and Mexico) focused and CONUS focused. The ability of SF NG to operate in both a Title 32 and Title 10 capacity should be the foundation of the
TSOC-North charter with emphasis placed equally on homeland security and DSCA missions. William Donovan began his career with the New York National Guard fighting Pancho Villa on the US Border prior to forming the OSS. The NG SF should likewise be a prime component of any joint border mission with the unique ability to operate on both sides of the US border.

Create SF Doctrine for DSCA

Finally, doctrine or specific guidance is required from USSOCOM to support all these activities since NG SF are USSOCOM assets and are provided with USSOCOM equipment through MFP - 11 funding. States and NG SF Groups must understand what they can and cannot use their NG SF and related equipment for when addressing DSCA concerns. Providing a framework with guidance to have NG SF operate in a Title 32 capacity can greatly enhance USSOCOM domestic capabilities, provide USNORTHCOM with operational domestic forces, and provide for a more secure nation.

Conclusion

The demand for SOF is increasing globally. While missions and operational environments are changing and becoming ever more complex in the Campaign against Al Qaeda and Transnational Terrorist Organizations (CAAQATTO) and other global missions, the SOF truths are not changing: SOF cannot be mass produced and competent SOF cannot be created after emergencies occur. While these truths are embedded in SOF culture, they are not necessarily unique to SOF. Viewing NG SF as both a component of SOF and the greater Reserves, these same truths are equally accurate. Competent operational reserves cannot be mass produced or created after crises arise. The US cannot afford to lose the operational momentum gained by the
Reserves over the last decade of conflict. To ensure continuing operational capability to meet the Total Army Force Policy directive, NG SF and the Reserves cannot simply demand more funding for the same type of people, equipment, and capabilities as the active component, especially in an era of significant budget decreases, let alone sequestration. The Strategy for Homeland Defense and Defense Support of Civil Authorities concurs, "US strategy must use innovative approaches, articulate mission priorities, guide the deepening of external partnerships, and creatively adapt existing and programmed capabilities, rather than directing large investments in new equipment and capabilities." Missions for the NG SF should focus on the uniqueness of the Reserves, especially the National Guard, with consideration of distinctive legal, funding, and capabilities-based missions and less on the ability to conduct the same mission as the active component with less training and funding.

By capitalizing on the uniqueness of NG SF and creating a mobilized NG SF force concept with a forces generation model, USSOCOM key concerns of "Continuing Presence" and "Thickening of the Force" are greatly alleviated. This construct would also provide TSOCs SOF to manage and enable AOR shaping operations; provide continuing presence missions; build networks; and allow for needed active component dwell time. To ensure the funding for the long-duration missions, it will be necessary to synthesize critical elements, enablers, and processes within the GCCs, TSOCs, USSOCOM and NGB that define the strategic environment in peace, conflict and war and the best use of NG SF and active component SOF. Importantly, by implementing this continuous use concept, USSOCOM can operate more efficiently and can expand and contract SOF much more readily in response future fiscal challenges. As the
Honorable Thomas Lamont suggests when referencing military capabilities, "Never buy what you can rent."\textsuperscript{61}

By maintaining an operational reserve that is resourced, trained, ready, and deployed in continuous use, the US will maintain a viable Reserve force that manifests Jomini's "mean": a force that is less expensive in peace that ensures the defense of the nation in times of war.
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